Founder and CEO of ProActivate, Author and Speaker
Founder and CEO of ProActivate, Author, and Speaker certified in The Peak Performance Mindset ® system,
Jamie has 20 years of experience in sales leadership and the talent acquisition industry. She founded
ProActivate over 12 years ago and prior to that served as Vice President of Sales at Career Builder. Jamie is
an Expert in Sales and Sales Leadership Talent Acquisition and Sales and Leadership Training
Jamie has given men and women, the practical tool that has inspired them to reach Peak Performance!
Jamie knows how connecting a positive mindset and true leadership can be so influential that people and
sales can grow beyond what they ever imagined! She gives the tools to; increase sales, employee
satisfaction and live a happier more balanced and intentional life.

JAMIE'S SPEAKING TOPICS
Peak Performance Mindset
The Peak Performance Mindset ® system is a revolutionary model that is elevating the performance of
professionals ranging from athletes to executives to sales leaders. Jamie shares both the science and
working tools that you can use immediately to enhance performance both for yourself and your team
members. Take your sales team to the next level with a Peak Performance Mindset Workshop!
Exponential Sales Leadership
Align passion with purpose in your sales teams while keeping them motivated and happy!
Discover how to develop an exceptional sales team while increasing sales and building long-term success.
Using Personality Strengths as a Business Driver
Define the key drivers in your personality that impact your mindset.
Learn to choose those key drivers strengths to positively impact how you work with others.
Pursuing Life with Passion, Purpose, and Intent
Make things happen in your life rather than reacting to things happening to you!
Create an action plan for your life with goals, values, and a clear mission to live an intentional life.
The bigger the why, the bigger the try.
As seen on:

For more information or to book Jamie for your next event contact us at:
Phone: 214-720-9922
www.jamiecrosbie.com
Email: jcrosbie@proactivate.net

BENEFITS FROM HEARING JAMIE SPEAK
* Practical strategies for sales leadership to
keep sales teams motivate and happy.
* Improve health and energy while reducing
sales anxiety, performance barriers and
turnover.
* Enhance the skills of the leadership teams while showing how to
properly structure and create an exceptional sales organization.
* Improve sales performance and increase revenue goal attainment
while boosting customer satisfaction.
* Ability to control the life you want rather than letting life control you.
Founder & CEO of
* Create an action plan for your life with a clear mission, goals and values.
Live a personal and professional life with purpose and intent.

WHO SHOULD HEAR JAMIE SPEAK
Chief Executive Officers
Chief Revenue Officers

Leadership Development Teams
Sales and Marketing Teams

Sales Operations
Entrepreneurs

POWERFUL REVIEWS FOR JAMIE
“We feel it has been a very valuable tool for them to grow personally and professionally. This is something they
can apply every day, and it has given them a way to manage and support their teams. Not to mention the fact
our company is constantly going through change, and their own mindset is instrumental in how their team
perceives that change.”
Kristi Cervantes -SVP of Sales, Sales Ops, Santander Consumer USA Inc.
“I left the presentation motivated, and equipped with action steps to immediately implement in order to
take my sales numbers to the next level. Her presentation was very enthusiastic, and engaging. I'm excited
to implement the takeaways from this workshop, and focus on a positive "no limit thinking" mindset to
execute on the goals I've set.”
Amanda Jennings – Encompass Home Health
"Hearing Jamie speak was definitely refreshing and inspirational. Without a doubt, Jamie's perspective on the
Peak Performance Mindset was out-of-the-box creative and highly motivating. I have implemented many of
her ideas in my own businesses. If you want to improve in anything you do, I highly recommend attending and
listening to Jamie's content. Very Well Done!" James Hammel-Partner at Alair Homes
SAMPLING OF JAMIE'S CLIENTS
For more information or to book Jamie for your next event contact us at:
Phone: 214-720-9922
www.jamiecrosbie.com
Email: jcrosbie@proactivate.net

